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is
What ---- a gesture?
if

A gesture is a movement that attempts to diagram an intuition in space.* It is the way
bodies can create an immediate abstract space through
experiences
a gesticulation that extends
their thinking
experiments

outside
in front of

themselves

surfaces.
onto others.
matter.
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is
What ---- a trace?
if
locality
experiment.
A trace is a place. It is “a” world composed by and through the gesture.
texture
movement.
place
memory
The trace is an expression of both the motion of the gesture and the processes
work
experience

of “the world” that the gesture touched upon or intuited.
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What if we consider the traces of these

works
gestures

like

devices
portals
encrypted objects

that are activated on sight, or sometimes even by proxy, just by hearing about them.
hint to
When activated these objects disclose
open

lines
access to a dense and condensed
views

critique
paraquence** of processes and actions, worlds and concepts that are irreducible to understanding. These objects don’t need one.
description

senses
conversation.
They are tools that excite tongues to unravel possible lines of thought.
brains
experience.

* See The Revenge of Archytas’ Hand by Ben Woodard (forthcoming).
** Paraquence (noun)
= a parallel sequence, referring to the string of coexisting events with different outcomes, taking place at the same time, same place: not one of these propositional realities is more valid or evident than any other.
= in science-fiction – refers to the coexistence of (an infinite number of) parallel universes.
= in daily life – hypothetical scenarios when one tries to construct possible situations, imagining what happens at the same time, in another place.
Neologism from HR Sommer Akademie Zentrum Paul Klee 2014.

